Fall 2020 Calendar

Teaching can feel like running a marathon—for each lap under your belt, you deserve a pit stop at an aid station to rest and relax. Find your stride this year by growing during “laps” and socializing during “aid stations” as you embrace Memphis, engage with a supportive community, and evolve personally and professionally.

**SEPT 23 or 24**
- **Lap 1:** The Golden Circle

**SEPT 29**
- **Aid Station 1:** Drive-In Trivia

**OCT 7 or 8**
- **Lap 2:** The Big Rocks

**OCT 22**
- **Aid Station 2:** Canoes and Cocktails

**NOV 18 or 19**
- **Lap 3:** The Beloved Community

**DEC 10**
- **Aid Station 3:** TBA